FLOW DIAGRAM FOR MR SAFETY SCREENING

INVESTIGATOR - PI

Identify subject and perform initial safety screening per IRB approved process

Subject passes safety screening

Schedule on MRRC scheduling system and submit subject information if consent has been obtained or IRB 4.6 waiver granted

MRRC STAFF

MRRC Level 2 personnel call and screen subject prior to scheduled appointment; if subject fails second screening further investigation will be required

Subject fails safety screening

Subject not enrolled

PI or designee obtains relevant information from subject and investigates for safety compatibility per IRB and/or obtains plain films

Subject is cleared

PI unable to clear and contacts MRRC for assistance, which may require consultation with the MRRC Medical Director

Subject is not cleared

1Investigation:
Ask subject for any documentation
Use the manufacturer’s website
Go to mrisafety.com and:
- Go to “THE LIST” (left hand side, blue box) and choose “CLICK HERE to search the list”
- Put name of the device in “Object Name”
- Under “Result Status” enter “All”
- Enter “Manufacturer Name” if known
- Click the device in question in the “Object Category” and search the database
- “The LIST” will then search the database for the implantable devices and will state if safe, conditional or unsafe and also give reference information

2Plain films:
Require an x-ray addendum
Institutional Account number(s)
CPT code on Fiscal Form
Ex - 70030 for orbital x-rays
Written orders from an MD
Subject scheduled with Imaging Services – (412) 647-9729
PI provides MRRC with results prior to final screening